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ABSTRACT
Agile is a nothing but different way of managing IT development players and software projects. Various Agile methodologies are scrum, xp method, lean programming, and unified process. It is combining the philosophy of various process models and a set of development guidelines. This attitude encourages customer satisfaction, early incremental delivery of software small, highly motivated project teams. Agile development can provide important benefits, but due to some limitations it's not applicable to all projects, product, people and all situations. Although Agile methodology is broadly accepted in software development, but it's not suitable for undergraduate projects. In this paper, we present new hybrid agile method which combines philosophy of waterfall, iterative waterfall, Prototypr, spiral as well as pure agile. Then we applied it on small client-based project and compare results with other process models. We found some factors which are bettered in hybrid agile like cost reduction, time for implementation, good customer satisfaction and clear risk identification.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software systems start with and go through a chain of routine that report for their beginning, initial development, dynamic operation, keep, and leaving from one production to another. This research sorts out and examines various methods for describing or modeling how software systems are developed. At the very first level, its start with background and categorization of famous software life cycle models which are given in text books today's cutthroat market and with the need to be highly immediate, the process of developing software systems has grown significantly. The lack of ability of the unadventurous development paradigm to meet the new challenges of fast software delivery and quick change management gave birth to the agile paradigm [2]. Agile methodology is widely used in software development. But it's not suitable for undergraduate projects. In this research we proved that how agile methodology is not suitable for undergraduate client-based projects and present hybrid agile model which is suitable for the same.

2. SOFTWARE PROCESS MODEL
A software process model is an abstract representation of Processes which are used to develop the software [2]. It simply follows the SDLC methodology which includes Analysis, Design, Implementation, Testing, and Maintains. There are various process models in software development like waterfall, iterative waterfall, incremental, spiral, rad and agile. Waterfall model is dead [2]. Iterative and incremental have good theory for development but not executed properly in industries. The unique feature of the spiral model is that it creates a risk-driven advance to the software process rather than an above all document-driven or code-driven process. It incorporates many of the strengths of other models and resolves many of their difficulties.

2.1 Agile
Agile development methodology provides opportunities to assess the direction of a project throughout the development lifecycle. This is achieved through regular cadences of work, known as sprints or iterations, at the end of which teams must present a potentially shippable product increment. By focusing on the repetition of abbreviated work cycles as well as the functional product they yield, agile methodology is described as “iterative” and “incremental.” In waterfall, development teams only have one chance to get each aspect of a project right. In an agile paradigm, every aspect of development — requirements, design, etc. — is continually revisited throughout the lifecycle. Various Agile methodologies are scrum, xp method, lean programming, and unified process. Agile methods were developed in effort to overcome perceived and actual weakness in conventional software engineering.
2.2 Principles of Agile Manifesto [7].

1. The utmost Priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continues delivery of valuable software.
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile process harness change for customer competitive advantages
3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple weeks to a couple of months with a shorter time scale.
4. Business people and developer must work together daily throughout the project.
5. Build project around motivated individuals, give them the environment and support they need and trust to get the job done.
6. The most efficient and effective method for conveying information to and within development term is face to face conversation.
7. Working software is primary measure of progress.
8. Agile process promote sustainable development .the developer and user should be able to maintain a cost pace identify.
9. Continues attention to technical excellence and good design enhance agility.
10. At regular interval the team reflect how to become more effective and turns to adjust behavior according.

2.3 Agile adoption pitfalls [7].

1. Improper planning.
2. Going too fast.
3. Insufficient coaching

2.4 Myths about agile [7].

1. Agile is fad.
2. Agile isn’t disciplined.
3. Agile means we don’t plan.
4. Agile means no Documentation.
5. Agile doesn’t scale.
6. Agile is unsuitable for regulated environment.
7. Agile means we don’t know what will be delivering.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION

As agile methodology is not perfectly suitable for small client based project [10] here we consider medical inventory system working scenario is Maintain medical stock, store vendor detail, company detail, doctor detail. Maintain account like today vouchers, monthly sale, and yearly sale. Utility like backup and restore. Search based on company name, product name. Alert regarding Expire date.

3.1 Steps for Proposed solution

1. Apply theory of various process models on medical inventory system.
2. For applying model consider factors choosing the life cycle model
3. Calculate parameters generated after applying the model theory.
4. Apply hybrid agile model theory on system.
5. Compare the result with previous model result

4. ANALYSIS & OBSERVATION

4.1 Apply waterfall model

4.1.1 Analysis

1. Team member-4
2. Working hour-7
3. Man power cost 150rs/day(based on it survey)
4. Project duration:52 days
5. Cost analysis for man power is 31200

Figure 1. Waterfall model scheduling Chart.
4.2. Apply iterative waterfall model

4.2.1 Characteristics

Same as waterfall, but you can go back to previous phases after executing one face so to go back stage requires more days to complete.

RS - Requirements Specification
A - Analysis
D - Design
I - Implementation
IT - Implementation & Test

Figure-2 Iterative waterfall model scheduling Chart.

4.2.2 Analysis
1. Team member - 4
2. Working hour - 7
3. Manpower cost per day - 150rs/day
4. Project duration - 68 days
5. Cost Analysis for man power - 40,800
6. Chance to generate risk are - Medium (due to go back)
7. Customer Satisfaction is - Medium
8. Customer Feedback - nil
9. Change in requirements will increase time and cost.

4.3. Apply Spiral model

4.3.1 Analysis
1. Team member - 4
2. Working hour - 7
3. Manpower cost per day - 150rs/day
4. Project duration - 53 days
5. Cost Analysis for man power - 31,800
6. Chance to generate risk are - Medium (due to go back)
7. Customer Satisfaction is - Good
8. Customer Feedback - yes
9. Change in requirements will not increase the time and cost much. (Because customer satisfaction and modification phase)

Figure-3 Spiral models scheduling Chart.

4.4. Apply pure agile model

4.4.1 Analysis
1. Team member - 7 (As pure agile team criteria)
2. Working hour - 10 (Agile believes sprint planning)
3. Manpower cost per day - 300rs/day (Agile team members are experts and Experienced)
4. Project duration: 47 days
5. Cost Analysis for man power: $98,700
6. Chance to generate risk are: very low (due to go back)
7. Customer Satisfaction is: very good
8. Customer Feedback: yes
9. Change in requirements will not increase time and cost much. (because customer satisfaction and modification phase)

4.5. Apply hybrid agile Theory

4.5.1. Hybrid agile working
1. Pure agile team members are more and experts, but in the hybrid agile team member are mixed.
2. Pure agile planning does using story cards (generally useful when large and complex project) which is more time consuming. Hybrid agile maintain a list of requirements (suitable for the small client based project)
3. Risk driven approach are not single phase in pure agile. Pure agile says frequently communicate with the client so, but the client’s point of view and developer’s point of view can’t be same for the system development, frequent face to face conversation is not much suitable approach for reduce risk so the Hybrid agile theory has one phase of risk analysis. Face to face communication meting is once or two times with customers.
4. In pure agile if requirements are changing (due to defect or some additional requirements generated) after completing the project will defiantly increase cost time and effort, hybrid agile is also taking the concepts of agile maturity model which include change pleas in requirements.

4.5.2. Analysis
1. Working hour: 10 (Agile believes sprint planning)
2. Man power cost per day: 300rs/day (Agile team members are experts and Experienced) + 150 Rs/day (basic Developers as per waterfall criteria)
3. Project duration: 47 days
4. Cost Analysis for man power: $50,400
5. Chance to generate risk are: very low (due to go back)
6. Customer Satisfaction is: very good
7. Customer Feedback: yes
8. Change in requirements will not increase the time and cost much. (Because customer satisfaction and modification phase).

Figure 5 Hybrid model scheduling Chart

5. CONCLUSION
After applying different process models theory and hybrid agile theory in medical inventory system. Figure 6 Comparison chart says that hybrid agile is better than previous as well pure agile model. With the help of hybrid theory, we can achieve better customer satisfaction, low prize for development, perfect risk identification, limited complexity and also less time of development. For further research on the agile model in software development researcher should focus on following aspects.

1. In this paper we present new hybrid theory as proposed solution, for further research researcher should apply this theory in various small software industry and find out efficacy of hybrid theory.
2. Implement any small system and apply function point and Cocomo methods for comparison of hybrid theory.
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